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Abstract: 

The world of 21st century is looking towards India with many hopes and we will need to make several 

changes to move forward in the global scenario. We also need to change our tradition, customs, orthodox 

thinking and traditional thinking regarding reforms. 

India cannot limit reforms to just economic reforms. We must move forward in every aspect of life, every 

walk of life towards the direction of reforms. Our reforms should also align with the aspiration of 

developed India by 2047. We must also understand that reforms can never be one dimensional process for 

any country therefore we for this purpose we must lay out the vision of reforms, performs and transform 

policy for the country. 

The responsibility of reform lies with leadership based on that our bureaucracy performs and then when 

the people join in this period can also share with you, witness transformation taking place. We must make 

excellent performance for the fundamental principle to make our country developed nation. 
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Introduction: 

We need to work quickly in all four directions .Speed, scale, scope and standard alongside manufacturing. 

We must also focus on quality and adhere to the Mantra of zero defect, zero effect. We should take pride 

in every moment that the almighty has blessed on with birth in this Hindi land of India. God has closeness 

to the India and fulfil our role in our countries’ journey towards the excellence. We must define our 

heritage and a modern way of living and value in a modern context .As a nation, we also need to throw 

outdated thinking and beliefs.  We need to free our society from the pressure of professional burdening. 

Remember that freedom from negativity is the first state towards achieving success. Success we had 

utilised in the fourth and fifth decades of the 20th century to import new momentum to the freedom 

movement. We must lay foundation for the developed India in coming 25 years. Seeking contribution 

from everyone today, we have the same golden opportunity as Swami Vivekananda had said in 1897 that 

we must dedicate the next 50 years only for the nation, for mother India. Exactly 50 years after this call 

India gained the independence in 1947 as predicted by Swami Vivekananda and today we have the same 

golden opportunity to reach to the peak or summit.  

 

Theory and discussion: 

India is a land of confluences. The sacred rivers of our country flow into different and various seas. Every 

sea converge and we witness another great confluence especially the ideological confluence of India. 

We find the different streams of thoughts emerging from this great land and still words born in India con- 
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verse to form confluence of national thought and this gives rise to great inspiration for nation building. 

Land of India gives in message of unity especially to any person who doubts India's national mood and 

the sense of unity. The grand hope of the universe seems to be looking with new hope at the mother India. 

Swami Vivekananda one said, “Every nation has a message to deliver, a mission to fulfil, a destiny to 

reach” 

For thousands of years India has been moving forward with this sense of meaningful purpose. India has 

been a cradle of idea for thousands of years for the world and for many nations for away from India. We 

have never considered that we have acquired as our personal will or measured it purely by economic or 

material parameters. Therefore mankind inherited natural and neutral part of the national character of 

India. India's welfare benefits our planets journey towards progress as well .Take the freedom movement 

as an example, India again its independence on 15 August 1947, at that times many countries around the 

world were under colonial rule that is British colonial rule. India has and had independence journey aspired 

and empowered many of those countries to achieve their own freedom. With that same speed with 

inspiring unique feature once in a century where existence and identity about the poor and developing 

countries and their force. India provided courage and assistant too many nations in the world around far 

away from India. 

Today India's governess model has become an example for many countries around the world empowering 

many country’s good governance and aspirational blogs are being discussed globally.  Today how you 

have inspired the world by prioritizing individual standing at the last person of the society, last man of the 

society, remotest village of the nation. India's ‘digital India’ campaign is now an example for the entire 

world showing how we can use technology to empower the poor bring transparency and ensure their rights 

in expensive data. India is becoming a means of social equality by ensuring the mammoth heap of 

information and services to the poor.  The whole world is witnessing and studying the democratisation of 

technology and measure progress of the nation. Global institutions are advising many countries to adopt 

useful and relevant elements from our model. Today India's progress and rise are not just a significant 

opportunity for India alone but also historic opportunity for all the partners or friendly nations around the 

world that change the success of G20 nations.  

The world has been increasingly and passionately visioning a bigger role for India. Today India is being 

acknowledged as a strong and important voice of the global South. African union has the pride in initiation 

of India into the world problems in referring to today’s context. All African countries are having the 

friendly relationship of India .Through trajectory of India which fills with Pride and Glory but at the same 

time it also reminds the 143 crore people of their responsibilities now without wasting efforts towards 

greater duties. From duties and larger goals we need to have to see new dreams, convert them into reality 

and begin living those dreams for this relationship of the world. For India, today's global nation an 

opportunity is waiting from which we must look back. 

 

Result and Conclusion:  

Let's dedicate and get our next 25 years only for the development of our nation. Our life force will create 

a strong foundation for the coming generations or new generations / budding generation, young 

generations and the coming centuries taking India to new height and new peak. Looking at the energy and  

seasons of the nation we can say that the success is not far away from us .Let us take swift steps, let we 

come together and create a developed  India by 2047. 
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